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Abstract: Reasonable house price prediction is a meaningful task, and the house clustering is an important process in the
prediction. In this paper, we propose the method of Multi-Scale Affinity Propagation(MSAP) aggregating the house appropriately
by the landmark and the facility. Then in each cluster, using Linear Regression model with Normal Noise(LRNN) predicts the
reasonable price, which is verified by the increasing number of the renting reviews. Experiments show that the precision of the
reasonable price prediction improved greatly via the method of MSAP.
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1 Introduction

Most of the people use the Internet to schedule their life,

such as finding a point of interest, looking for a nice restau-

rant, renting a good hotel and even letting out their own

houses. The web site like Airbnb is just one of those, which

is an excellent platform that can give people the opportunity

of sharing their occupied living space, and help the tenant

find a good lodge anywhere. The transaction of this kind

has formed the shared economy [8]. Lee et al. [6] studied

that the feature of house price had close relation with sales,

which always bother the host. So an attractive reasonable

price is the key point for both the host and tenant.

Since the appearence of this shared economy form, there

have been lots of researches about it, especially about the

case of airbnb. Ikkala et al. [5] researched the host renting

experience qualitatively and gave suggests on how to gain

the reputation and trust from the guests. Benjamin et al. [3]

studied that non-balck hosts in New York City charged ap-

proximately 12% more than black hosts for equivalent rental.

Choi et al. [1] used the panel regression model investigating

the impacts of Airbnb on the hotel revenue, and Lee et al. [6]

analysed the features that were significantly associated with

house sales, and so on. Seldom of those studies care about

the reasonable price making, which will be presented in this

paper.

Clustering could aggregate the house with same rental sta-

tus together. In a city, the fact is the renting houses are al-

ways around the landmarks, so the clusters of the landmarks

almost are the clusters of the renting house. Apart from the

location, the house could also be clustered by their own char-

acteristics, taking the facility as the example. if we aggregate

the house using the geographic infomation first, and then the

house rental status, which will help us study house renting

price in a micro way. In this work, the proposed method of

MSAP can cluster the house in different scale and make the

prediction more specify.

A reasonable price is always attractive to the tenant, which

will increase the house renting, so after aggregating the
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house, we need to analysis the reasonable price in the mirco

way, and this will avoid the general advice in the city view

which always mislead the host. So this paper uses the linear

regression model with normal noise(LRNN) verifying the

phenomenon that the greatly increasing of the renting rate

of which price follows the LRNN predicted.

This work is structured as follows. Section 2 represents

the multi-scale cluster by using the MSAP. Section 3 is the

Linear regression model with normal noise, then followed

the experiments result. Section 5 draw the conclusion about

this work. Possible future work is outlined in section 6.

2 multi-scale clustering

The city landmarks which include the attractions, tour

sights, museums, theatres and so on are the city symbols and

always attract people from all of the world. The distance to

the landmark and the popularity of the landmark usually are

the latent factors to the house price. Here are the assump-

tions needed:

Assumption 1. The distance to the landmark is closer, and

the average house renting price is higher.

Assumption 2. The popularity of the landmark takes posi-

tive effects on the house renting price.

Assumption 3. In a commiunity, the coverage of a kind of

facility is reversely proportionaly to its contribution to the

house value.

Each house can be regarded as a sample point nh of the

set H in R2, and the landmark is the sample point nm of

another set M in R2. The nearest landmark nmj to the house

nhj could be defined as follow:

∀nmk ∈ M |nhj − nmj | ≤ |nhj − nmk| (1)

The |nhj − nmj | could use Euler distance instead.

House i can be represented by the facility embedding fi,
which is formed by the facilities that the house is equipped.

We select nearly thirty facilities in each house, which include

the swimming pool, kitchen, air conditioner and so on. Ac-

cording to Assumption 3, the corresponding number in the

embedding will be in low place if the facility coverage is
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Fig. 1: Figures above are the scatter of the landmarks in different countries, and bottom ones are the scatters of the houses in

the same country

high, and have fi = fi1 ∪ fi2, where fi1 and fi2 are the sub-

set of the facility embedding, then use the Huffman coding,

Hij = H(fij) j ∈ {1, 2} (2)

and in this way, we reduce the dimension of the facility

embedding from thirty to two.

From Fig. 1, we can know that the landmarks and houses

almost have the same distribution in the eight most popu-

lar cities from different continents in the world1. So ac-

cording to Assumption 1, we regard the landmark centers

as the house centers when doing multi-scale clustering using

MSAP.

Affinity Propagation(AP)[4], which was proposed by

Dueck et al. in 2007 mainly to detect patterns, process

sensory signals and so on. In this work, we improve this

method and use it in multiple way distinguishing the houses

in a finer way, which we call Multi-Scale Affinity Propa-

gation(MSAP), this method is combined by two stages, in

which the first stage is Landmark Clustering(LC).

When doing landmark clustering, the similarity

sm(mi,mk) = −‖nmi − nmk‖2 indicates how well

the landmark with index mk is suited to be the exemplar for

landmark mi, According to Assumption 2, if the landmark

is popular, it will have a large viscosity. so we add the

viscosity coefficient qmj =
rmj∑M

mj=1 rmj+1
to the negative

Euclidean distance:

sm(mi,mk) = −‖nmi − nmk‖2
1 + e2qmk

(3)

The responsibility rm(mi,mk) means likelihood of land-
mark mk attracting mi into its cluster, and the availability
am(mi,mk) measures the probability of the landmark mi
choosing mk as the exemplar, here are the rules for the re-
sponsibility and availability:

rm(mi,mk)=sm(mi,mk)−max{a(mi,mj)+s(mi,mj)}
(j ∈ {1, 2, .., k − 1, k + 1, ..., N}) (4)

am(mi,mk)=min{0, r(mk,mk)+
∑

j

{max(0,r(mj,mk))}}

(j ∈ {1, 2, .., k − 1, k + 1, ..., N})
(5)

1Buenos Aires/Los Angeles/Boston/Tokyo/London/Rome/Berlin/Seoul

After finishing the landmark clustering, shows in Fig. 2,

the effects of distance and the landmark popularity on the

houses that around or in the same circle may be similar,

which indicates we need to do the house clustering in price-

zone c, furthermore.

Fig. 2: The circle is the landmark influence area, and the

green dot is the house

In the house clustering, the similarity sch is measured by

the house infrastructure fi, so sch(hi, hk) = −‖f c
hi − f c

hk‖2,

the responsibility rch and availability ach are same as the land-

mark clustering.

3 Linear Regression with normal noise

From described above, we use the factors of facility, dis-

tance to the nearest landmark, and nearest landmark popu-

larity to indicate the house price which could be described

by the multivariable linear regression model. But because

of the uncertainty in reality, we need to combine the unsure-

ness which could be simulated by the noise ΔP that will be

explained in section 4 when doing the price prediction.

P = A

⎡
⎣
f
d
q

⎤
⎦+ distribution(ΔP ) (6)

In our model, we use the facility embedding fi encoded by

(2) representing house’s facility status, d is the distance to
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the nearest landmark which is calculated by the Euler Dis-

tance, and q is the viscosity coefficient of the landmark.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset
The data set was crawling from the Airbnb2 which is a

website for people to list, find, and rent lodging, the training

set is the houses of which review marks are in [4.5, 5.0] for

every aspects. We also crawled four famous cities’ renting

information about nearly four thousand items which include

the location, price, facilities, reviews and so on. The basic in-

formation shows in Table I. Boston and London are familiar

in house renting, especially in renting rate(R̄ =
∑n

i (Ri)/n,

The average number of reviews, the bigger, the more fa-

mous) and facility variety(H̄ =
∑n

i (Hi1Hi2/n), the bigger,

the better equipped of the facilities), and with Los Angeles

which is superior in facility equipment, the three cities al-

most are in the same level, while Tokyo has the most cost-

efficient house price(The average house priceP̄ references

from the site of Airbnb).

Table 1: Basic Information of the dataset
Boston Los Angeles London Tokyo

Average Re-

view Number

165.30 175.55 161.93 155.61

Average Price 157 165 134 78

Facility vari-

ety

1391721 8675933 1430334 738492

4.2 Experiment Results
When doing the landmark clustering(LC), we aggregate

the landmarks which was crawling from tripadvisor3 into

serval clusters CP based on the negative Euler distance with

viscosity coefficient. After dividing the city into several

price-zones CP which represented by the center landmark

of the cluster and showed in circles on the figure, we need to

subdivide the houses into the nearest one. Then use the same

way in MSAP making the house that in CP into several clus-

ters based on the facility status.

We use the measure of Silhouette[2] which can be used

for assessing how well the houses are clustered.

Sili =
Bhi −Ahi

max(Ahi, Bhi)
(7)

Where Ahi denote the average dissimilarity(distance) be-

tween house i and all other houses in the cluster to which

i belongs. As to any other house cluster CH in the dataset,

Dh(i, CH) is the average dissimilarity(distance) of i to all

houses of CH and Bhi is the smallest one of these.

From Tabel II, MSAP has positive effects on house clus-

tering based on the geographic coordinates and facility vari-

ety, we need to aggregate the house which has the same fa-

clities nearby, but it is hard to tune the weights of these two

factors when using the methods of kmeans, DBSCAN and

Appropagation Affinite, there are always such scenes that

two houses have almost the same facilities but be far away

from each other, or are in the neighborhood with different

facilities totally, which lead to the low value of silhouette.

2www.airbnb.com
3www.tripadvisor.com

Table 2: Values of silhouette
Methods Boston Los Angeles London Tokyo

Kmeans -0.073 -0.13 -0.059 0.070

DBSCAN 0.098 0.025 0.0015 -0.072

AP -0.49 -0.66 -0.46 -0.76

MSAP 0.61 0.27 0.075 0.17

Fig. 3: The dots in different color are houses and the blue

circles are the price zones. Each cluster is connected by the

dots in same color. Because of using the facility difference as

the cluster distance, so there may have cluster centers outer

the price zone

Removing the geography information when doing the

house clustering, we use the Huffman coding in (2) reducing

the embedding dimension from thirty to two, which makes

the house facility status more distinct. Fig. 4 shows the re-

sults of house clusters in all price-zone. From Fig. 3 and Fig.

4, we can find that the house density in Boston and London

are bigger, while the house types in Los Angeles are more

rich.

We analyze the price gap ΔP distribution between reason-

able price and the mean price in each city, the result shows

in Fig. 5. From the figure, we can see that price gaps follows

the normal distribution, but has different shapes in differ-

ent cities. Tokyo are sharper than other three cities, which

means Boston, Los Angeles, and London have the variety

price range, while the house price in Tokyo is more unify-

ing. So in (6), we used the normal distribution as the distri-

bution(price noise) of ΔP when doing the linear regression,

which has great effects on the reasonable price recommen-

dation. To analysis effectiveness, we use the review data that

of 8th, Oct as the base line, and the 31th, Oct as the test data.

The results are showing in Table III, the whole increase of

the renting rates that show in the first row is low in each

country, but the house prices following the LRNN model

have a great improvement. So we can use LRNN method

as the tool in reasonable price prediction.

Table 3: Renting rate improvment

Method Boston Los Angeles London Tokyo

ALL 13.27% 34.98% 40.85% 33.86%

LRNN 102.16% 327.51% 178.75% 288.69%
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Fig. 4: The dots in different colors are houses. The clus-

ters that in same color are connected by facility difference

without geograpy information

Fig. 5: Price gap distributions are different in each city, but

all of them follow the normal distribution

Table 4: Precision of reasonable price Prediction in different

level
Method Boston Los Angeles London Tokyo

WC 8.79% 10.28% 9.63% 18.73%

LC 11.80% 15.13% 19.96% 21.42%

MSAP 47.56% 19.59% 25.52% 55.98%

The final results are in table IV, from which we can

know that after doing the multi-scale clustering, the preci-

sion of the LRNN prediction is improved continuously with

the clustering stage(WC means without cluster, LC means

only doing the Landmark clustering, MSAP means doing

the multi-scale clustering). This phenomenon could be ex-

plained by the information entropy theory[7], the more pre-

cision of the information is, the lower uncertainty it has.

5 Conclusion

When doing the reasonable price recommendation, MSAP

can cluster the house effectily and aggregate the house

into different price-zone, which gives the reasonable price

uniquely. The gap distribution between the house price and

the city mean price reflects the diverse price in each city,

which could help the method of LRNN provides an accessi-

ble way for the reasonble price prediction via the solid clus-

tering.

6 Future Works

When doing the house price prediction, we only use the

information about the distance from the landmarks, and the

popularity of the nearest landmarks, so the semantic infor-

mation could be used which will help improve the precision

of the price recommendation. In this work, we only use sim-

ply method LR as the base model, which could be improved

by some other methods, such as Gaussian Process, Ridge

Regression and so on.
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